
LARGE CARDINALS ANDL-LIKE UNIVERSESExtending ZFC:1. V = L: Every set is onstrutibleGCHDe�nable wellordering
♦, 2, MorassConsisteny strength (ZFC + V = L) =Consisteny strength (ZFC)For many interesting ϕ:Consisteny strength (ZFC + ϕ) >Consisteny strength (ZFC)



2. Large ardinals: inaessible, measurable, et.Question 1: Can we have the advantages ofboth V = L and large ardinals?
(∗) V is an L-like model with large ardinals2 approahes:Inner model approah: A universe with largeardinals has an inner model whih is L-likeand has large ardinalsOuter model approah: A universe with largeardinals has an outer model whih L-like andhas large ardinals1st approah uses �ne struture theory and ite-rated ultrapowers2nd approah uses foring (easier!)



Question 2: Why large ardinals?Pratial reason: many interesting statementsare equionsistent with large ardinalsTheoretial reason: Inner model hypothesis



Large ardinals
κ is inaessible i�:
κ > ℵ0

κ regular
λ < κ→ 2λ < κ

κ is measurable i�:
κ > ℵ0

∃ nonprinipal, κ-omplete ultra�lter on κEmbeddings:
V = universe of all sets, M an inner model
j : V →M is an embedding i�:
j is not the identity
j preserves formulas with parametersCritial point of j is the least κ, j(κ) 6= κ



j : V →M is α-strong i� Vα ⊆ M

κ is α-strong i� κ is the ritial point of an
α-strong j : V →MStrong = α-strong for all αKunen: No j : V →M is strongHowever: κ ould be strong
κ is superstrong i� κ is the ritial point of a
j(κ)-strong j : V →M

κ is Woodin i� for eah f : κ → κ, κ is theritial point of a j(f)(κ)-strong j : V →MLater: Hyperstrong, n-superstrong, ...



Inner model approah
κ inaessible → κ inaessible in L

L is totally L-like!
κ measurable → κ is measurable in L[U ]

U is an ultra�lter on κ

L[U ] is L-like: GCH, de�nable wellordering, ♦,
2 and (gap 1) morass
κ strong → κ strong in L[E]

E is a sequene of generalised ultra�lters (ex-tenders)
L[E] is L-likeSuess up to Woodin limits of Woodin ardi-nalsObstale: iterability problem



Outer model approahFor inaessibles:
L-oding (Jensen): V has an outer model V [G]suh thatZFC holds in V [G]

V [G] = L[R] for some real R
κ inaessible in V → κ inaessible in V [G]

L[R] is very L-like!Similar L[U ] and L[E] oding theorems give
L-like outer models with measurable, strongardinalsCoding method is limited:1. Need to have an L-like inner model!2. Coding problems after a strong ardinal



ForingExample 1: Make GCH true in an outer modelBegin with an arbitrary universe V .Fore f : ℵ1 → 2ℵ0 onto, without adding reals.Then CH is true in the extension V1.
ℵ2 of V1 is (2ℵ0)+ of V .Fore g : ℵ2 → 2ℵ1 onto, without adding sub-sets of ℵ1. Then GCH holds at ℵ0 and ℵ1 inthe extension V2.Continue to get GCH everywhere.Does this preserve large ardinals properties?



Using an �extender ultrapower�:Theorem 1. (GCH and superstrength) If κ issuperstrong then there is an outer model inwhih κ is still superstrong and the GCH holds.Can go further:
κ is hyperstrong i� κ is the ritial point of a
j(κ) + 1-strong j : V →MUsing a �hyperextender ultrapower�:Theorem 2. (GCH and hyperstrength) If κ ishyperstrong then there is an outer model inwhih κ is still hyperstrong and the GCH holds.



κ is n-superstrong i� κ is the ritial point of a
jn(κ)-strong j : V →M , where jn = j ◦ j ◦ · · · ◦ j(n times).Combining the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2:Theorem 3. (GCH and n-superstrength) If κis n-superstrong then there is an outer modelin whih κ is still n-superstrong and the GCHholds.
κ is ω-superstrong i� κ is the ritial point ofa j : V →M whih is supn j

n(κ)-strongPreserve ω-superstrength and fore GCH?Kunen: No j with ritial point κ is
supn j

n(κ) + 1-strong.



Example 2: Add a de�nable wellorderingThis is rather easy.Theorem 4. If κ is ω-superstrong then there isan outer model in whih κ is still ω-superstrongand there is a de�nable wellordering.Interesting Example 3: Make 2 true in an outermodel
2: There is 〈Cα | α singular〉 suh that
Cα is o�nal in α for eah α

Cα has ordertype less than α for eah α

ᾱ ∈ Lim Cα → Cᾱ = Cα ∩ ᾱTheorem 5. (2 and superstrength) If κ is su-perstrong then there is an outer model in whih
κ is still superstrong and 2 holds.Proof does not work for hyperstrong, for agood reason:



κ is subompat i� for eah B ⊆ κ+ there are
µ < κ, A ⊆ µ+ and j : (µ+, A) → (κ+, B) withritial point µ.Jensen: If there is a subompat ardinal then
2 fails.Theorem 6. If κ is hyperstrong then κ is sub-ompat.Other examples: ♦, gap 1 morass behave likeGCH (proofs are harder).Higher gap morasses?



The inner model hypothesisWeak Inner Model Hypothesis (Weak IMH):If a �rst-order sentene without parametersholds in an inner model of some outer modelof V (i.e., in a model ompatible with V ) thenit already holds in an inner model of V .(Formalise using ountable transitive modelsof a �xed height.)The Weak IMH is a generalisation ofParamter-free Lévy absoluteness: If a Σ1 sen-tene is true in an outer model of V then it istrue in V .A persistently Σ1
1 formula is one of the form:

∃M(M is a transitive lass and M � ψ),where ψ is �rst-order.



Theorem 7. The following are equivalent:(a) (Parameter-free persistent Σ1
1 absoluten-ess). If a parameter-free persistent Σ1

1 sen-tene is true in an outer model of V then itis true in V .(b) Weak Inner Model Hypothesis.What does the Weak IMH say about V ?Theorem 8. (a) The Weak IMH implies thatfor some real R, ZFC fails in Lα[R] for all ordi-nals α. In partiular, there are no inaessibleardinals and the reals are not losed under #.(b) The Weak IMH implies that 0#, 0##, . . .exist.



Absolute parameters and the IMHCan we introdue parameters into the innermodel hypothesis?Proposition 9. The inner model hypothesis witharbitrary ordinal parameters or with arbitraryreal parameters is inonsistent.With arbitrary ordinal parameters: ℵ1 an beountable in an outer model.With arbitrary real parameters:Weak IMH → ∃R(ω1 = ω1 of L[R]). But ω1 of
L[R] an be ountable in an outer model.Absolute parameters:
p is absolute between V0 and V1 via the for-mula ψ i� ψ is a �rst-order formula withoutparameters whih de�nes p in both V0 and V1.



IMH with arbitrary absolute parameters: Sup-pose that p is absolute between V and V ∗,where V ∗ is an outer model of V , and ϕ isa �rst-order sentene with parameter p whihholds in an inner model of V ∗. Then ϕ holds inan inner model of V .Theorem 10. The inner model hypothesis witharbitrary absolute parameters is inonsistent.Proof uses a weak form of 2iω
and fat statio-nary subsets of i

+
ω .Inner model hypothesis (IMH): Suppose thatthe ordinal α is absolute between V and V ∗,where V ∗ is an outer model of V , and ϕ isa �rst-order sentene with parameter α whihholds in an inner model of V ∗. Then ϕ holds inan inner model of V .Theorem 11. The IMH implies the existene ofan inner model with a strong ardinal.



If ore model theory an be extended fromstrong ardinals to Woodin ardinals withoutlarge ardinal assumptions, then the IMH im-plies the existene of an inner model with aWoodin ardinal.Q. Is the (weak or strong) inner model hypo-thesis onsistent relative to large ardinals? Ifso, what is its onsisteny strength?


